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VALLEJO PD MAKES ARREST IN CONNECTION TO MULTIPLE SHOOTING

INCIDENTS & SOLICITS PUBLIC HELP TO IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL SUSPECT

VALLEJO – VALLEJO – In recent weeks, the Vallejo Police Department (VPD) has responded to
investigate multiple shooting incidents involving 19-year-old shooting suspect and
Vallejo resident, Lazebiety Palmer. While Palmer has since been arrested for his
connection to the crimes, the Department is still seeking the public’s help in
identifying an additional suspect. The following is a review of the related incidents:

June 20, 2020 - Multiple Shooting IncidentsJune 20, 2020 - Multiple Shooting Incidents
On June 20, 2020 between the hours of 8:00pm and 9:30pm, VPD received reports of
three separate shootings that occurred in the area of Sutter and Tennessee streets in
Vallejo. The investigation revealed that the suspect in this case, Lazebiety Palmer, was
targeting the same victim in the area.

One of those shootings was captured in the video material included below. In the
video, Palmer, (identified as the driver) and another suspect exit a blue Nissan and
begin shooting through pedestrian and vehicle traffic to target unknown victim(s).
One woman, who was not the intended victim, was shot in the shoulder and is
expected to survive. No other victim information is available at this time.

Video Material Involving June 20Video Material Involving June 20thth, 2020 Shooting Incident(s), 2020 Shooting Incident(s)

https://vimeo.com/438390934


June 21, 2020 - Shooting Incident #1June 21, 2020 - Shooting Incident #1
On June 21, 2020 at approximately 12:00pm, officers responded to reports of multiple
gun shots fired and a major injury traffic collision on Ascot Parkway and Garnet Drive
in Vallejo. 

The Vallejo Police and Fire Departments responded to the scene and discovered two
victims inside of a Pontiac Grand Am were being chased and shot at by suspect(s) in
a blue Nissan, causing a vehicle-tree collision and subsequent fire. The victims in this
case, a male and female, suffered major injuries and were transported to local
trauma centers for treatment.

June 21, 2020 - Suspect LocatedJune 21, 2020 - Suspect Located
On June 21, 2020 at approximately 11:00pm, Vallejo PD responded to a vehicle
stopped in the middle of the roadway at Brookwood Avenue and Greenwood Street
in Vallejo. The driver of the vehicle was identified as 19-year-old Palmer, who when
located, was passed out behind the wheel of a running blue Nissan Sentra. Palmer
was found in possession of a 45 caliber Glock handgun with an extended magazine
and was subsequently arrested without incident.

Lazebiety Palmer, 19-year-old shooting suspect and Vallejo residentLazebiety Palmer, 19-year-old shooting suspect and Vallejo resident

Palmer's ArrestPalmer's Arrest

The investigation revealed that Palmer was the driver in the video related to the June
20, 2020 Sutter and Tennessee shooting incident. Palmer was also the suspect who
chased and shot at the victims in the June 21, 2020 incident at Ascot Parkway and
Garnet Drive. Palmer has been arrested and charged by the Solano County District
Attorney’s Office on multiple counts of attempted murder, assault with a firearm on a
person and several firearms possession crimes.

The Vallejo Police Department is attempting to identify the passenger of the vehicle
seen in the above-mentioned video. Anyone with information is encouraged to
contact Detective Yates at 707-648-4553.

For additional information, please contact Vallejo Police Department’s Public
Information Officer, Brittany K. Jackson by phone at (707) 651-7147 or by email at
VallejoPolicePIO@cityofvallejo.net.VallejoPolicePIO@cityofvallejo.net.
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